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ABSTRACT
The objective of this paper is to measure the level of agricultural protection in Slovenia using conventional
methodology. The Producer Subsidy Equivalent (PSE) and the Nominal Agricultural Assistance Coefficient for
producer (NAPC) were used to determineprotectionlevelsduringthe
initial stages of economictransition
( 1 992-95).The results show positive protection witha level in 1995 about the sameas the OECD averageand
a little lower than EU protection levels. Cornmodity-wise the highest levelsof protection are for sugar beet, milk
and beef, while coarse grains and poultry meat had relatively low support levels. The paper acknowledges that
a current tendency towards increasing price protection in Slovenia should be curtailed and gradually replaced
by an effective budget support policy.
Keywords:

1 Introduction
There is a direct relation between the extent
of agricultural protection and domestic agricultural policy
measures; the latter result directly in higher/lower levels of agricultural protection. There is perhaps
no single country in the world that would not use some policy protection measures in agricultural
production.Thereare,however,substantialdifferencesbetweenthewaysthatsystemsof
agricultural intervention and protection
are being implementedin the various countries.
Variousreports
and studies(AgriculturalInstitute
Slovenia - differentsources;European
Commission,1995; Ejavec et& 1996)indicatethatwhereSloveneagricultureisconcerned,
natural conditions and those of production are less favourable than they are
in other Central and
Eastern European countries (CEECs) and the member states of the European Union
(EU). Small,
part-timeprivate farms withlowproductivitylevelsdominatetheagriculturalstructure,
andare
especially widespread in marginal areas. Farm revenues earned in agriculture are generally below
those incomes earned elsewherein the economy. Private farmersstill feel that they are on the edge
of Slovenesocietyandarguethattheysuffereconomicdiscrimination.Nevertheless,having
experiencedradicalpoliticalchangesinthelate1980s,agriculturalproductionhasbecomean
increasingly important socio-political factor in Slovene society. Understandably
enough, this process
hasalsoinducedsubstantiallyhigheragriculturalsupportlevels.Agriculturalproducerprices
approach the corresponding EU price levels and markedly exceed the existing farm product prices
in
the CEECs. With the new commitments made by Slovenia to its foreign partners (various bilateral
and multilateral free trade agreements), there is not much space left to promote and extend the
current levelof agricultural market price support.In order to fully comprehend the basic mechanisms
of Slovene agricultural protection, some quantification procedures are clearly necessary.
Themainobjectiveofthisstudy
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agricultural commodities andto compare the results obtained with the situation that has prevailed‘in
the OECD countries. In this way, a hypothesis concerning the huge dependence of Slovene farm
policy on the magnitude of market price supports will be tested. Despite all its shoktcomings (see
Silvis and van der Hamsvoort, 1996), the Producer Subsidy Equivalent (PSE) method is chosen to
stand for the basic measure of agricultural protection. PSE produces very reliable empirical results
which can be effectively interpreted and used
to establish policy relevance. PSE calculations also
offeracoherentempiricalbasisuponwhichseveraldevelopmentsofagriculturalpolicycanbe
planned.
Thepaper is dividedintothreesections.Thefirst
part brieflydescribesthemethodological
background to the measurement of different levels of agricultural protection. The second section
presentsPSEcomputations
for Slsveneagricultureover
the periodbetween j992 and1995.
Empirical results are compared with the available PSE indices for OECD member states
(OECD,
1996b). The last part of the paper attempts to examine the empirical findings in the light of several
policy implications, concerning the necessary changes in Slovene agricultural policy that must be
undertaken during theEU pre-accession period.

2. Materials and Methods
Aggregatemeasures of agriculturalsupporthavebeenexaminedinvariouswaysbyseveral
economists (Hertel, 1989; Josling and Tangermann, 1989; Peters, 1989; Tangermann, Josling and
Pearson,1987). The main objective of these studies was
to evaluate the structure, degree and
development of agricultural protection in a number of countries world-wide. A particularly important
review of protection measures and their economic interpretation and policy relevance
is provided by
the annual reports of the OECD on ‘Agricultural Markets, Policies and Trade
in
where attention is given to the calculation of PSE and Consumer Subsidy Equivalents (CSE). Since
the discussion on agricultural protection generally revolves around the PSE concept, some insight
into its theoretical groundwork is necessary.
The PSE concept was originally introduced by Josling
in the mid-1970s for the FAO.At the beginning
of the 1980s, the concept was further developed by several other economists and OECD experts,
and it has been recognised during GATT negotiationsas a general measure of agricultural support.
Tangermann &a/. (1987) define PSEas “the subsidy that would be necessary
to replace the array of
actual farm policies employed in a particular country in orderto leave farm income unchanged”. The
target of an estimation of the PSE isto determine income levels resultingfrom different government
policies. The concept of the PSE can be more easily grasped if its dual purpose is considered. On
the one hand, it evaluates the distortions occurring withinthe income of individual economic subjects
engaged in supplying various market products; on the other, it distinguishes income increases due
to certain policy measures. In general, there are five categories of agricultural policy measures that
areincludedin the QECDcalculationsof the PSEs. These measuresrangefrommarketprice
support, direct payments, input subsidies, and general services which are
not directly received by
producers, to other indirect aids aimed at the support of domestic agricultural producers such
as
extensionservices,research
and developmentstructure
(R&D) and, lastbut
not least,the
development ofrural infrastructure.
The biggest advantagein using the PSE indicator
is that it derives from large
and very reliable sets of
general economic information and thatit involves the calculation of both direct and indirect transfers
which may be related to the agricultural producers of a specific farm commodity group. The PSE
estimates the monetary transfersto agriculture from consumersof farm produce and from taxpayers
which have resulted from different policy support measures.
Followingthe OECD classification,whichpostulatesthePSEasanaggregatemeasureof
agricultural support, four different PSE interpretations are
in common use:
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i) Total PSE (gross and net value)
i¡) Unit PSE (gross and net value)
iii) Percentage PSE (gross and net value)
¡v) Producer NAC (Nominal Assistance Coefficient)
TheconversionofPSEintoNACpresupposesthefact
that allgovernmentpoliciesperunitof
transfer contribute equally to the specific price differences that have been occurring over time. The
decision to use NAC, (Nominal Assistance Coefficients for Producer) in our study is based on the
typical ease with which it offers a comparison
of the relative support levels, both over time and
between products and countries.NAC, indicators are used to demonstrate the relationship between
the existing effective producer prices (including all assistance) with respect to valid world prices.
What makesNAC, values especially attractivein empirical studiesis their ease of understanding and
interpretation. If the effective domestic producer prices were relatively equal to the world prices of
these products, NAC, would be equal to 1. On the other hand, an NAC, value of 2 would imply that
the computed domestic price (e.g. domestic market price and budget supports per unit of output) is
twice as high as the corresponding world market price.
This paper presentsin some detail the market priceand budget support analyses carried outby the
Agricultural Institute of Slovenia between 1993 and1996. The computation of agricultural protection
measures was carried out using the OECD methodological approach. The data on quantities and
prices were compiled from the yearly publications of the Statistical Office
of the Republic of Slovenia
and from various administrative sources (information on budget support indicators made available by
various Ministries). The major problem in the derivation of PSE values arises from
the determination
of the most appropriate (corresponding) world
price levels. It was clearly shown that the selection
of
valid import prices could not provide an adequate solution to this problem. A multitude of several
factors such as different quality levels of domestic and imported goods (Slovenia mainly imports
relativelycheaprawmaterials),inaccuratestatisticalinformationatvariouslevelsandlarge
disproportions between differentyears, prompted our decisionto adopt the world price levels that are
used by the OECD to make PSE calculations for the EU (OECD 1996b). This is regarded more or
less as a compromise, which could however bejustified if foreign trade relationships (links) between
Sloveniaand EU areconsidered.Thegeneralresults
are givenbelow(Table l ) , andindividual
results in the appendices.

Results
3.1

estimations for Slovenia

Measurements using the PSE indicators of the OECD show
that Slovenia enjoys higher levels of
agriculturalprotectionthan
all the otherCEECs.
ProducerSubsidyEquivalentscalculatedfor
Slovene agriculture obtained valuesof 37.9% for 1992, 34.5% for 1993, 39.2% for 1994 and 41.9%
for 1995 respectively (Table 1).The computed PSE indicators lag behind the average PSE values
in
EU countries. It is apparent that overtheperiodobserved(1992-1995),marketpricesupports
represent more than two-thirds of thetotal agricultural support. Considerable alterations in thePSE
values are on the one hand the outcome of significant changes taking place
to the structure of gross
agricultural product, and on
the other the effect of an unstable exchange rate of the on the world
financial market. Therefore,it should especially be pointed out that the
changes evident cannot
be attributed to a higher agricultural budget, since there
has only been a slight change in 1994 when
compared with 1993.
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Table 9 Total agricultural
support
levelsin Slovenia
..
Monetary Valuesin million
ECU

Structure (%)

e = estimate; p = preliminary estimate

As far as the total agricultural support is concerned, a noticeable increase of almost 23% can be
observed in 1995 as compared to the previous year. This
is mainly dueto an enhancement of market
price support (discrepancies between domestic and world prices), where ECU exchange rates did
not follow the corresponding inflation rates. Budget support has also increased, most notably with
compensation and premiums which,as a matter of fact, still do not constitute an important shareof
the structure of total agricultural support in Slovenia. The opposite (negative) growth trend can be
seen for input subsidies and general services intended to promote agricultural production.

Table 2 clearly indicates that the general increase in total agricultural support primarily results from
higher protectionlevels for livestock production.
Agricultural protection levels have been exhibiting a declining tendency in
the case of grain (slow
growth of domestic prices) and pork (higher world prices). The highest protection levels are those
observed for sugar beet. There is actually no market organisation
for coarse grain, which means that
sales take place mostly within the boundaries of State-run livestock farms. The Slovene agricultural
market is dominated by imported coarse grain at very low prices. Due to relatively substantial price
increases and higher budgetinterventions that havetakenplace,themostsignificantleap
in
protection was recorded in
the case of Slovene beef production.
Considering the global world framework, it could be said that Slovenia is one of the few countries
where levels of agricultural protection have been increasing of late (Table
3). This could partly be
explained by a substantial decline in agricultural support in 1993. It is generally recognised that,
when the world level is taken into account, Slovenia may easily be ranked among those countries
with high levels of agricultural protection. However, when a comparison is made between Slovenia,
EUmemberstatesand
other westernEuropeanpartners,
it is obviousagainthattheexisting
domestic agricultural supportstill lags behindthe level of agricultural support enjoyed by the farmers
in these countries.

-

Table 2 Slovene agricultural intervention indicators by individual farm product

e = estimate; p = preliminary estimate
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Table 3 "Aggregate agricultural support indicators
in Sfovenia and the OECD countries, 1992-1995

Note * : New EU Member States as fromI*'January 1995
Sources: Agricultural Policies, Markets and Trade
in OECD Countries- Monitoring and Evaluation,1996

3.2. Slovenia and the European Union
Our measurements indicate that the level of agricultural protection in Slovenia in 1994 was around
25% lower than that in EU countries, with some distinct differences among individual farm products
(Table 4). While agricultural support has been slightly reducedin the EU since 1993, the protection
levels in Slovene agriculture have moved upwards so that there is currently an approximate 10%
difference in agricultural support levels between
the two.
An increase in the levelsof Slovene agricultural protection could
be mainly attributedto a favourable
market price policy regime (price increases), whereas the budget
for agricultural support has not
changed markedly. The trend is quite opposite to that in the EU countries, where agricultural prices
are declining but higher budget funds
are available to farmers.To illustrate this point,let us consider
the structure of agricultural support in the EU and Slovenia in 1992. Market price support in both
cases represented more than 80% of total agricultural support. After the first resultsof CAP reform
have been experienced, this share is constantly decreasing in the EU, while at the same time the
corresponding share of market price support in the total Slovene agricultural support is increasing.
While price support in the EU is giving wayto compensation payments, it still remains the key policy
mechanism for protecting farmers in Slovenia.
Differences in levelsofagriculturalprotectionbetweenSloveniaandtheEUarethusclearly
diminishing; however, considerable discrepanciesstill exist between individual agricultural products.
Sloveniahassignificantlylowerprotectionlevels
in force for coarsegrain,andrelativelylow
agricultural support for beef and wheat production (1995). However, Slovene protection levels are
considerably higher than corresponding EU protection levels in the cases of eggs, pork and sugar
beet.
A relative comparison of Nominal Assistance Coefficients for Producer (NAC,) provides detailed
information on farmrevenues for individualagriculturalproducts.Whentheindex
is below100,
Slovene farm revenuesare less than thecorrespondingrevenuesearnedbyEUagricultural
producers. It should especially be emphasised that NAC, includes both price and direct budget
supports. From Table 4 it can easily be seen that revenues earned in Slovenia and the EU differ
significantly for the various farm products. Proportionally, much lower farm revenues appearin the
case of Slovene coarse grain production and
cattle fattening; lower revenues are also the case with
wheat, milk and poultry production. On the other hand, higher revenues compared to those earned
by EU farmers can be observed for sugar beet, sheep and goats, hog and egg production.
Whereas
the average level of revenues attained by Slovene farmers inl994 lagged behind the corresponding
EU revenue levels by
15%, this difference diminishedto a mere 10% in 1995.
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p = preliminary estimate

Sources: Agricultural Policies, Markets and Trade
in OECD Countries- Monitoring and Evaluation,

On the basis of the NAC, derived here, some comments may be made regarding the impact offull
Slovene accession to the EU (with the adoption of CAP) on farm revenue levels. However, these
estimates pertain first and foremost to the revenue side of the story, where
no specific appraisal
whatsoevercan
be offeredconcerningtheextentofcostswhichaccruefromsuchpolicy
developments. Thus, prudency is calledforwheninterpretingPSEvalues
and attemptingto
generalise them, particularlyin this case where no PSE computation has been made for some staple
Slovene farming orientations such
as fruit growing, viticulture and potato production.

4. Discussion

Conclusions

The PSE concept was used to determine existing protection levels in Slovene agriculture over the
periodfrom1992 to 1995.Thevariousmeasures
of aggregateagriculturalsupportleadtothe
ranking of Slovenia among the countriesin which a relatively high degree of agricultural protection is
implemented. The PSE computed for 1995
shows that Slovene agricultural support can be
found within the average level of that of the OECD member states; the direct implication of this is
that it probably hasthe highest agricultural protectionlevel amongst all the CEECs. In recent years,
an increasing tendency has been established
in protection levels for Slovene agricultural production.
However, there are substantial differences where various farm products are concerned.The highest
protectionlevelsexistforsugarbeet,milk,andbeef,whilecoarsegrain
and poultrymeatare
characterised by relatively low support levels.There are also some obvious changes apparent in the
agricultural protection levels during certain periods of time; namely (with the exception
ofcoarse
grain) the hierarchy of agricultural support is steadily following the prevailing trends in agricultural
support in the countries of the EU. The main result of a comparison between thetwo entities clearly
suggests what the possible impact of Slovenefull accession to the EU will be on the performance
of
domestic agriculture. Accordingto the data for 1995, this process would have shiftedthe protection
levels in Slovene agriculture up
to 10-15%.
Thispaperspecificallyemphasizesthe
fact thatagriculturalsupport in Sloveniaisprimarilythe
outcome of market price policy, where considerably less support is given through budget support
policy. The agricultural foreign trade policy is based on the implementation of variable levies which
enhance farm price levels on the domestic market. This in fact constitutes a crucial measure of
agricultural policy in Slovenia. Nevertheless, substantial changes are envisaged
in the not so distant
future.
Slovenia has already entered into, oris in the process of signing, several bilateral agreements(with
the
EFTA, FYR Macedonia, Baltic States, Bulgaria, Romania, Croatia) and multilateral free-trade
agreements (CEFTA). With its membership of the World Trade Organisation (WTO), Slovenia has
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committeditselfnottomakeanyfurtherincrease
in foreigntradeprotectionbarriers.
All these
agreementswillbefullyimplementedovertheperiodbetween
1997 and
thusradically
changing the current tide of protection of domestic agricultural production through high farm prices
only. The period of intensive agricultural
price protection is also most likely coming to an end for
Slovenia, and domestic agricultural policy wili have
to be applied using new and coherent policy
instruments in order to effectively resolvethe various structural disproportionsin Slovene farming. In
addition, all effortsshould be made topreparedomesticagriculture
for possiblefullSlovene
membership ofthe EU. This processis even further vindicatedin the lightof future EU enlargement(
through the CEECs), the new round of WTO talks, and challenges arising on the world food market
(OECD, 1997). An increasing trend towards the promotion of more competitive agriculture worldwide
would thus inevitably leadto more reformof Slovene farm policy.
What direction can actually be chosen for the reform of Slovene farm policy? Aggravated production
conditions, huge structural discrepancies, and the role of agriculture in rural society orientated more
towards the alleviation of social pressures( i.e. as a socialbuffer) than economic efficiency (Erjavec
e t al. 1995) do not generally allowfull relaxation of existing domestic agricultural protection barriers
andimpediment-freepromotionofaconceptofpurelycompetitiveagriculture.Acomplete
liberalisation of farm price policy would undoubtedly cause major regional, social and ecological
drawbacks. The State should therefore, to a certain extent, retainits position in Slovene agriculture;
however, its role should be markedly changed. Agricultural reform should
be designed primarily to
illustratetheimportanceofbudgetsupportpolicyandcouldincludethefollowingset
ofpolicy
aspects:
i) A structural adjustment programme intended
to enhance the mobility of chief production factors.
i¡) The introduction of limited compensation paymentsin those sectors where severe difficulties are
expected in the adjustment of agricultureto new market challenges.
iii) Programmesdesignedtopromote
environmentally-friendly production(organic,extensiveand
integral production) and programmes aimed at the encouragement
of farming in mountainous
areas. This trendshould overcome the current structural disproportions
in Slovene farm structure
and eventuallyresult in thepromotionoffarmtourism,highqualityproducts,introduction
of
supplementaryactivities on the farmandeffortstowardstheenlargementoftherange
of
possibilities from which farm incomes could
be generated.

iv)

completely new role for rural development policy. Agriculture alone cannot be perceivedas a
lever of integral rural development.
An approach based on much closer scrutiny
is thus needed, in
which agriculture is only a part of a comprehensive, coherent system
of agro-regional policy.

A necessary shift from market price to budget support policy can be expectedsoon. In view of the
lack of financial assets available, a programme
of new policy measures shouldbe carefully designed.
Aspecialelementinthedesignofanewpolicyframeworkcould
be theintroductionofdirect
payments which must be directly linked
to external functions of Slovene agriculture. Market price
policy should primarily be assigned the role of stabilising agricultural markets and ensuring various
strategicobjectives
of agriculturaldevelopmentpolicy
in accordance
with
the
international
agreements made. Undeniably, a qualitative shift in structural policy is needed which would also be
reflected in the new role of domestic regional policy.
It is clear that Slovene agricultural policy
makers
have many challenges (hurdles) to
agriculture may either be further worsened by stubborn introduction of new forms of price support
policies, or a new policy reform framework may be designed that would be somewhat distinct from
that for agriculture in the other CEECs, but fully compatible
to that of the futureCAP.
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